Standardization of torsional CT measurements of the lower limbs with threshold values for corrective osteotomy.
Re-establishing anatomic rotational alignment of shaft fractures of the lower extremities remains challenging. Clinical evaluation in combination with radiological measurements is important in pre- and post-surgical assessment. Based on computed tomography (CT), a range of reference values for femoral torsion (FT) and tibial torsion (TT) have historically been reported, which require standardization to optimize the significant intra- and inter-observer variability. The aims of this study were (re-)evaluation of the reference FT and TT angles, determination of the normal intra-individual side-to-side torsional differences to aid the surgical decision-making process for reoperation, and development of a novel 3D measurement method for FT. In this retrospective study, we included 55 patients, without any known torsional deformities of the lower extremities. Two radiologists, independently, measured the rotational profile of the femora using the Hernandez and Weiner CT methods for FT, and the tibiae using the bimalleolar method for TT. The intra-individual side-to-side difference in paired femora and paired tibiae was determined. A 3D technique for FT assessment using InSpace® was designed. FT and TT demographic values were lower than previously reported, with mean FT values of 5.1°-8.8° and mean TT values of 25.5°-27.7°. Maximal side-to-side differences were 12°-13° for FT and 12° for TT. The Weiner method for FT was less variable than the Hernandez method. The new 3D method was equivocal to the conventional CT measurements. The results from this study showed that the maximal side-to-side tolerance in asymptomatic normal adult lower extremities is 12°-13° for FT and 12° for TT, which could be a useful threshold for surgeons as indication for revision surgery (e.g., derotational osteotomy). We developed a new 3D CT method for FT measurement which is similar to 2D and could be used in the future for virtual 3D planning.